Phonological evidence is presented in support of the hypothesis that all restrictions on the relative order of application of grammatical rules are determined by universal rather than language-specific principles. For a systematically representative set of synchronic and diachronic facts, previously accounted for by means of non-universal extrinsic-ordering constraints, it is shown that there are alternative explanations of equal or greater generality in which the relative order of application of rules is either entirely unrestricted, or else fully predictable from the forms of the rules by a universal principle of proper inclusion precedence.* 1. The purpose of this paper is to present evidence in support of the following hypothesis:
be proposed here will in fact exclude all rule-ordering restrictions other than those determining the compound relation of bleeding and counter-bleeding; and these restrictions will be predicted in all cases by a single universal principle of proper inclusion precedence. In ?2 we will provide support for this hypothesis of universally determined rule application with respect to the explanation of synchronic phonological data about natural languages. In ?3, we will provide support for this hypothesis with respect to the explanation of facts about linguistic change.
2.1. The assertion that two rules are extrinsically ordered in a feeding relation is empirically equivalent to the assertion that the two rules are entirely unrestricted in their relative order of application, i.e. that each rule simply applies to every representation that satisfies its structural description.4 The equivalence between rules ordered in a feeding relation and ones with no restrictions whatever on their order of application follows from the fact that, in both cases, each rule is applicable to ALL POSSIBLE representations which satisfy its structural description. Neither rule, in other words, is prevented by any specified applicability condition from applying to any possible representation which meets its structural description. To impose any language-specific restriction on the relative order of application of any such pair of rules would be to add to the grammar that includes these rules a statement which is wholly redundant.
The equivalence between the hypothesis of extrinsic ordering and the hypothesis of unrestricted rule application with respect to rules standing in a feeding relation can be illustrated, e.g. by considering Kiparsky's proposed rules of Consonant deletion and Diphthongization for certain dialects of Finnish (1968:177):
(2) a. CONSONANT DELETION: y --0 / V __ V b. DIPHTHONGIZATION: ee --> ie In these dialects, Kiparsky claims, forms like vie are derived from underlying representations like vee by means of 2b, which diphthongizes long (= geminate?) mid vowels. He also claims that the grammars of these dialects include 2a, which deletes 'certain medial voiced continuants', and that underlying representations like teye will have phonetic forms like tie, as a result of the application of both the deletion and the diphthongization rules. He accounts for these facts by proposing that Consonant deletion is extrinsically ordered before Diphthongization, an ordering restriction which permits the former rule to feed derived representations into the domain of the latter. These assumptions thus allow for the following derivations: (3) vee teye --tee (2a) vie tie (2b) But it is obvious that exactly the same derivations will be generated by grammars in which Diphthongization and Consonant deletion are not extrinsically ordered. 4 All rules under consideration here are obligatory. From the meaning of 'obligatory', it follows that any such rule MUST be applied to ANY representation to which it CAN be applied, and that it can be prevented from applying to a representation that satisfies its structural description only by the explicit postulation of some constraint which restricts its domain of applicability to some well-defined proper subset of the set of representations that satisfy its structural description. The most common constraints of this sort are extrinsic-ordering ones. See Ringen 1972 and Norman 1972 for detailed discussion of the application of optional rules in syntax and phonology.
That is, given that these rules are obligatory, then if each rule has no applicability restrictions whatever and is simply applied to every possible representation that satisfies its structural description, Diphthongization will correctly apply to vee and tee, Consonant deletion will correctly apply to teye, and the derivations will correctly terminate with the forms vie and tie, which satisfy the structural description of neither rule. In other words, the assertions that Kiparsky's grammar makes about the order of application of these rules follow necessarily from the tautology that rules can only be applied to representations to which it is possible for them to apply, and from the fact that obligatory rules MUST be applied to any representations to which they CAN be applied.
The same is true for all other pairs of rules standing in a feeding relation. Given any representation such as prezident + i+ al, it is clear that only 4a is applicable; and only after 4a has been applied, yielding prezidens+ i+al, can 4b possibly be applied in the derivation of this form, yielding prezidens '+al. Thus there is no empirical basis for imposing any constraints whatever on the relative order of application of these rules; the facts thus argue against rather than for the claim that Chomsky explicitly intended them to support: 'As soon as the attempt to construct explicit rules to determine the phonetic shape of a string of formatives passes the most superficial and introductory stage, it becomes obvious that a fairly strict ordering must be imposed on phonological processes, if they are to be describable in full generality ' (1964:88) .
Similar counter-evidence to Chomsky's claim about extrinsic ordering is provided by rules 5a-b, proposed in this order for Southern Paiute by Chomsky & Halle (1968:349 Chomsky & Halle assume that an ordering of 5a before 5b must be imposed on these rules, this assumption has no empirical basis, since the elimination of their proposed ordering constraint has no effect on the form or derivational function of their rules. E.g., given a form such as paawa, if rules 5a-b are not extrinsically ordered, the only derivation POSSIBLE from this input and these rules is that of 6, resulting from the application of 5a before that of 5b: (6) paawa paawa (5a) paawa (5b) Similar examples could be cited from almost every serious phonological study, since a very large number of the actual pairs of rules which have been proposed (even by those linguists who are explicitly arguing for the necessity of extrinsic ordering) are rules that are in feeding relations, and hence require no ordering restrictions whatever to assure their proper application in any particular derivation. All facts that are accounted for by such feeding pairs can thus be accounted for with equal generality by theories which prohibit any language-specific restriction on the relative order of application of phonological rules. This appears to be equally true, as we will now see, for extrinsically ordered rules standing in relations other than feeding.
2.2. Kiparsky (1968:199) Thus if rules are allowed to apply simultaneously, no language-specific restriction on the relative order of application of these rules can be justified.5
It should be noted that the simultaneous application of rules in counter-bleeding relations and the sequential application of rules in feeding relations follow necessarily from exactly the same principle-namely, that every obligatory rule MUST be applied to every representation to which it CAN be applied. The difference between the feeding and the counter-bleeding situations is simply that in the former 5 There are a number of well-known arguments presenting empirical evidence against the hypothesis that ALL rules must be applied simultaneously, and hence that all derivations must consist of exactly two lines (cf. Chomsky & Halle, 342-3, 348-9; McCawley 1968:22-3; Postal 1968:140-52). But these arguments obviously do not rule out the assumption that SOME rules are applied simultaneously, and hence that the number of lines in a derivation may be greater than two but less than the number of rules that are applied in determining that derivation. The most natural initial hypothesis about simultaneous and sequential application would seem to be simply that those rules that CAN apply simultaneously to a given representation DO apply simultaneously; those that can't, don't. Evidence against complete simultaneity is of no value at all, of course, for deciding between this hypothesis of predictable simultaneity and sequentiality and the more commonly accepted hypothesis that ALL rules are applied sequentially, regardless of whether they could or could not be applied simultaneously.
case there are no representations to which both rules CAN apply, while in the latter case there are. In both cases, every rule is applied to every structure to which it is applicable.
The fact that the extrinsically ordered counter-bleeding relation of 7a-b can be reduced to an empirically equivalent relation of simultaneous application is not accidental to these particular rules. This reduction is possible for all other known cases of rules which have been extrinsically ordered in a counter-bleeding relation. E.g., consider one of the traditional analyses of vowel nasalization and nasal consonant deletion in French: , grammars which conform to theories that require that ALL rules be applied sequentially must impose a restriction that 9a be extrinsically ordered before 9b. This language-specific restriction on rule application is necessary for such grammars in order to prevent 9b from applying to representations like grande to yield ungrammatical surface representations like *grad. In other words, such grammars require that 9a-b be asserted to stand in a counter-bleeding relation.
For theories without the power of extrinsic ordering, on the other hand, the requirement that every obligatory rule MUST be applied to every representation to which it CAN be applied is sufficient to determine the simultaneous application of 9a-b to all representations like grande, since such representations meet the structural descriptions of both rules, and since the structural changes specified by these rules are mutually consistent with respect to these inputs. The simultaneous application of these rules is illustrated here: If 1 la is extrinsically ordered before lb, underlying klases 'classes' will first be converted to *klases by 1 la, which will then be converted to the correct surface form klase by 1 lb. If the order of application of these two rules were reversed, 1 lb would convert underlying klases to *klase, to which 11a would not be applicable; i.e., this bleeding order of application would be inconsistent with the fact that the correct derived representation of klases in Uruguayan Spanish is klase rather than *klase. Thus the correct ordering relation between 11a and lib in grammars in which all rules are applied sequentially is the counter-bleeding relation of 1la before llb. It is evident, however, that representations like klases satisfy the structural descriptions of both' Vowel lowering and Final s-deletion, and that these rules could thus be simultaneously applied to such representations. Such application will always yield the correct derived forms: Saporta asserts that 13a must be extrinsically ordered before 13b. This counterbleeding relation is required to account for the fact that, e.g. underlying kreQo 'I grow' yields kresko rather than *kreso as the correct derived representation. But again, representations like kreQo satisfy the structural descriptions of both 13a and 13b; and given the requirement that obligatory rules must be applied whenever possible, 13a-b will automatically be applied simultaneously to kre6o to give the correct derived form kresko: For present purposes, however, it makes no difference which of these two alternatives turns out to be correct, since both are consistent with the hypothesis that rules are not extrinsically ordered.
This principle determines the correct application of the two Latin American Spanish rules 15a-b, since the structural description of the former is the string [# and that of the latter is the string 7, and 1# properly includes ?. There is no need, therefore, for any language-specific constraints on the application of these rules.
The correctness of this principle can also be demonstrated with respect to numerous other pairs of bleeding and counter-bleeding rules proposed for various languages. Consider the following pair of rules proposed for Caddo by Chafe For all the cases of proper inclusion precedence considered here, the related rules are intrinsically disjunctive, since application of either rule yields a representation that fails to satisfy the structural description of the other. However, there is some evidence that for syntactic rules, at least, there can be proper inclusion precedence between rules which do not destroy each other's contexts, but which must nevertheless be prevented from applying conjunctively in derivational reflexes of the same structure. It thus seems appropriate to consider disjunctive application as part of the meaning of proper inclusion precedence; this could be effected, e.g., by adding to 17 the condition that rule B cannot be applied to any (direct or indirect) product of the application of rule A. Further research is required, however, before the precise nature of the relationship between disjunctiveness and applicational precedence can be adequately specified. -voiceJ Although such a reformulation would not show that 18a is a contraction rule in Caddo, it nevertheless would still allow principle 17 to predict the correct applicational precedence.
Since the input of 18a properly includes that of 18b, it follows from principle 17 that 18a and not 18b must be applied to any representation of the form XkwY which satisfies the structural descriptions of both rules. This precedence determines the correct application of Chafe's rules for Caddo.
Examples such as these demonstrate that the application of rules in the compound relation bleeding and counter-bleeding can be correctly predicted by a universal principle of proper inclusion precedence. The correct prediction of rule applications has also been shown to follow from universal principles for all rules standing in feeding relations and in counter-bleeding relations. For all the rules that have been discussed, no loss of generality has been associated with the elimination of extrinsic-ordering restrictions, since these restrictions have been removed without changing any of the rules themselves. This means that for a vast number of phonological rules that have actually been proposed for various languages, there is no justification whatever for imposing any language-specific restriction on their relative order of application.
We wish to argue now that this is also true with respect to facts which have been accounted for previously by pairs of rules which do not stand in any of the three relations discussed thus far, and whose order of application cannot be determined by any known universal principle. We will do this by showing that, for each of these cases, there is a reasonable alternative explanation which uses natural rules whose relative order of application is fully determined by the proposed universal principles of rule application.
Consider the following two rules proposed for Modern Polish and Old
Church Slavic by Kiparsky (1968:197- In these languages the affricates resulting from Second palatalization do not deaffricate; cf. derivations such as g,elo 'very' > dzelo (not *zelo). Kiparsky, having a theory with the power of extrinsic ordering, proposes to account for this fact by requiring that the grammars of Polish and Old Church Slavic include not only rules 19a-b, but also the restriction that 19b must never be applied before 19a, i.e. by asserting that 19b is in a counter-feeding relation with respect to 19a.
However, the fact that dz in forms like dzelo does not deaffricate can be accounted for without any extrinsic-ordering restriction whatever, simply by restricting Deaffrication so that it applies only to non-diffuse stridents, i.e. to dz but not to dz. All that is required, therefore, is that Kiparsky's 19a be replaced by the following: -+ voiced 1
Thus the facts which Kiparsky accounts for by two rules and one ordering restriction can also be accounted for by the two rules alone at the cost of only one additional feature specification. Furthermore, 19a' expresses a more revealing generalization about deaffrication in these languages than 19a, since it follows correctly from 19a' (but not from 19a) that phonetic z is never derived from dz in these languages (see Shevelov 1965:635, Ivanov 1964:134 ff.) The hypothesis that there is no extrinsic ordering of phonological rules implies that similar explanations will be possible for facts accounted for by any other pair of rules extrinsically ordered in a counter-feeding relation. We know of no clear evidence that would contradict this implication.9 2.5. The hypothesis of universally-determined rule ordering appears to be equally consistent with the explanation of any fact that has been accounted for by pairs of rules extrinsically ordered in a bleeding relation. Consider the following two rules proposed by Kiparsky (1968:176, 178 
vie tee
The phonetic forms that Kiparsky gives for the dialects in question are thus readily derivable without the assumption of any extrinsic-ordering constraints. A more strongly supported alternative has been proposed by Perry 1971 , who provides evidence that only one of the two dialect groups has a phonological rule of diphthongization (2b). Additional support for Perry's analysis is provided by Kiparsky's (1972) constraint on absolute neutralization, which effectively precludes Kiparsky's own extrinsic order-based analysis of the Finnish dialect data (1968). There are also a number of other extrinsic-ordering-free accounts of these purportedly counter-feeding dialects, differentiating them from the purportedly feeding dialects in terms of differences in syllable structure or syllabic constraints on diphthongization, or in terms of the completeness of their respective consonant reduction processes. The phonetic data available to us are not sufficiently detailed, however, to permit a choice from among these alternative treatments.
Kiparsky exemplifies the alternations to be accounted for by these rules by the following forms:
underlying: boga boda boga-PL boda-PL derived:
boga boda biga bida To account for the fact that the umlauted alternant of o is i rather than *5, Kiparsky proposes that 20a is extrinsically ordered before 20b, so that Umlaut will bleed Back vowel lowering of all mid back vowels that are also in an umlauting context. However, the fact that the plural of a form like boda is bida, rather than *bSda, can clearly also be accounted for by assuming that the Schaffhausen dialect has a general rule to the effect that all front rounded vowels are non-low:10 r V Since it is true that the Schaffhausen dialect has no low front rounded vowels at all (Stickelberger 1881:18-19), rule 20c accounts for a significant fact about this dialect which needs to be stated in its grammar, independently of any facts about umlauting and back vowel lowering. A grammar including the extrinsically unordered rules 20a-c, therefore, is clearly more adequate with respect to the language as a whole than a grammar including only the extrinsically ordered rules 20a-b.
A case precisely parallel to that of Schaffhausen is provided by the rules of Umlaut and Back vowel rounding proposed for certain Low German and Swiss German dialects by Kiparsky (1968:176, 199 +low I + long
To account for the fact that the plural of sw5n 'swan' is swEn, rather than *sw3n, Kiparsky proposes that the underlying form for 'swan' is swan, and that 23a is extrinsically ordered before 23b. Given this ordering, 23a will bleed 23b of all low back vowels in umlaut contexts, thereby preventing the rounding of the low vowel in the plural form gwsen, while allowing such rounding for the non-fronted low vowel of the singular sw5n. As in the Schaffhausen case, however, all the data cited by Kiparsky indicate that these dialects have no low front rounded vowels at all, a restriction not uncommon in natural languages. Where the restriction was accounted for in the Schaffhausen dialect by a rule asserting that all front rounded vowels are non-low, the occurrence of a rather than 6 as the umlaut alternant of o in the Low German and Swiss dialects suggests that this restriction follows in these dialects from the principle that all low front vowels are unrounded, a generalization that is explicitly expressed as follows: V (23) c. -back -. [-round] + low J Thus, given underlying Swatn-PL, after 23a-b have applied simultaneously to yield *sw3n, 23c will apply to this form to give the correct derived form sw,n. Clearly, then, 23a-c, without any extrinsic-ordering restrictions, account for all the facts about these dialects that are accounted for by Kiparsky's extrinsically ordered rules, and in addition express a significant generalization about their phonological structure which is not revealed by Kiparsky's rules.
These examples illustrate two general points concerning the extrinsic ordering of phonological rules. First, arguments suggesting the necessity of extrinsic ordering based on a very limited range of facts often fail completely as soon as additional facts about the language are brought into consideration. Second and more important, in a theory that excludes the possibility of extrinsic ordering, the linguist is forced at the outset to look for general explanatory principles which there would otherwise be little reason to look for. Theories of grammar which prohibit language-specific restrictions on the application of phonological rules thus provide a degree of stimulation and direction in the search for significant linguistic generalizations which is lacking in those theories which permit such restrictions. 2.6. We have attempted to show that a theory which prohibits extrinsic ordering, simply requiring that all phonological rules be applied according to a very small number of universal principles, is capable of explaining with equal or greater generality all natural language data which can be accounted for by means of rules extrinsically ordered in feeding, counter-bleeding, bleeding and counter-bleeding, counter-feeding, and bleeding relations. The remaining relations in which a pair of extrinsically ordered rules can stand are the following: , that their subrules cannot be ordered with respect to each other; they must be restricted in such a way that, if one rule is applied to a given segment, the other rule must not be applied to any reflex of that segment in the same derivational cycle. Given this universal restriction, it is clear that there is no problem with respect to the proper application of such rules in grammars without extrinsic-ordering restrictions.
2.7. The claim in this section has been that, for all possible ways in which each member of a pair of extrinsically ordered rules can affect the application of the other, any actual natural-language data that can be accounted for with such an extrinsically ordered pair can be accounted for with equal or greater generality by rules that are free of any language-specific restriction on their order of application. There is every reason to believe that, if extrinsic ordering is unnecessary for pairs of rules, it will be equally unnecessary for triples, quadruples, or sets of rules of any number whatever.
Consider in this respect the set of seven extrinsically ordered phonological rules for Mohawk (28a) proposed by Postal (143-52),12 and the alternative rules 28b which provide a simpler account of Postal's data without requiring any extrinsicordering restrictions at all. It should be noted that there are only two respects in which 28b differs from 28a--namely, in its treatment of the restriction in Mohawk against the stressing of epenthetic a's, and in the formulation of the environment of Prothesis and Stress. Neither modification results in any increase in complexity relative to Postal's formulations, or in any loss of generalization with respect to the given facts about Mohawk.
12 These rules are used by Postal (151) to argue against the stratificational position that all rules of a grammar must apply simultaneously, and are taken to support the notion that 'without order, linguistic generalizations are necessarily lost'. 13 Epenthesis is not explicitly formulated by Postal. It is clear, however, that he intends it to be ordered somewhere BEFORE Stress (an ordering symbolized here as '< 3'), since it is only under the assumption of such an ordering that his rule of Stress jump could have any motivation at all. In Postal's rules, Stress applies to the penultimate vowel of the word, without distinction as to whether or not that vowel has been introduced by the previously applying rule of Epenthesis. However, since it is a fact about Mohawk that only non-epenthetic vowels may bear stress, a Stress jump rule must be assumed to shift the stress off epenthetic a and onto the first vowel on its left. The slash through the a in the output of Postal's Epenthesis rule then has the function of allowing Stress jump to distinguish between the two kinds of phonetically identical a, underlying versus epenthetic.
The revised rules account for the same restriction in a somewhat simpler and more natural manner. Unlike Postal's rules, the a introduced by Epenthesis is given no diacritic to distinguish it from a's which are stressed regularly. The stress rule itself, however, is formulated to capture directly the observation that a vowel can never be stressed if there is a stressed vowel preceding it in the same word. One effect of this quite natural modification of the context for Stress is that there is now no motivation for Stress jump, so it can be eliminated completely from the grammar. This modification also eliminates any need for Postal's diacritic marking of epenthetic a's, thereby simplifying the rule of Epenthesis and the vocabulary for elementtypes which must be assumed for the grammar of Mohawk.
The second difference between the two sets of rules concerns the environment for Prothesis and Stress. In Postal's rules, the vowel in the environment may be preceded by an indefinite number of non-vowels (hence the superscript n), or preceded by no non-vowels at all (hence the subscript 0); but we have found empirical justification for only the former specification, and accordingly have formulated the rules to be applicable before Dn (i.e. a string of one or more D's) rather than before Dn.
Consider now the derivation of certain representative Mohawk forms cited by Postal in arguing for the necessity of extrinsic ordering. In every case, the rules of 28b operate on the same underlying representations as proposed by Postal, and give the same forms generated by his extrinsically ordered rules 28a. The application of rules in the derivations below is governed only by the universal principle requiring that all (obligatory) rules that can apply to an underlying form do so, and that the structure thus derived be operated on in turn by all rules whose structural descriptions are satisfied by it, until a form is derived to which no rule is applicable, at which point the derivation reaches its natural termination.14 For an underlying form such as tnieks 'you and I eat it', the derivation would thus proceed as follows:'5 (29) tnieks tneks (Truncation) itneks (Prothesis) itneks (Stress) The fact that all rules apply sequentially here is not a consequence of any independent condition of the theory requiring that all phonological rules apply sequen-14 It is assumed that a rule cannot apply to a representation that meets its structural description if the application of that rule would yield an output identical to the input. In other words, vacuous application of grammatical rules is prohibited. 15 The morpheme boundaries which are included in the underlying representations given by Postal are irrelevant to any of the rules of 28, and hence have been omitted here. It has been shown that a set of six rules having no restrictions on their relative order of application can generate correctly, and without loss of generality, the forms derivable by Postal's proposed set of seven rules and six extrinsic-ordering constraints. There is every reason to believe that similar evidence of the non-necessity of language-specific constraints on rule application could be provided with respect to still larger sets of rules for Mohawk and other languages, and that the hypothesis of universally determined rule application is ultimately defensible with respect to all motivated phonological rules of all languages.
3. We have presented evidence suggesting that language-specific restrictions on rule application are not necessary for the principled explanation of any facts about particular natural languages. However, even if the hypothesis of extrinsic ordering is empirically indefensible with respect to particular languages, it would still be possible to maintain that the hypothesis is correct if it could be shown that the power of extrinsic ordering is necessary for the explanation of some facts about ALL languages, e.g. about the ways in which all temporally adjacent, genetically related languages resemble each other and differ from each other. Thus, if it can be shown that certain explanatory laws of language change depend essentially on the assumption that grammars include extrinsic-ordering restrictions, and if the facts accounted for by these laws are unexplainable in any other way, then the extrinsic-ordering hypothesis is strongly supported, even though it is apparently unnecessary with respect to data from any single language.
One such theory of language change has in fact been proposed, namely Kiparsky's (1968) theory of increasing feeding and decreasing bleeding. If this theory is correct, it would constitute a strong empirically based argument for the hypothesis of extrinsic ordering-in fact, the only strictly empirical argument that appears to have been presented thus far by the proponents of this hypothesis.16 Hence it is necessary to consider Kiparsky's theory in some detail now, and to show that to the extent it generates correct predictions about language change, these predictions can 16 Most of the explicit arguments that have been presented in support of extrinsic-ordering restrictions are based on questions concerning the relative simplicity of grammars with and without such restrictions, rather than on any differences in their (weak or strong) generative capacity, or in their ability to provide explanations of any actual facts about languages. Moreover, the simplicity arguments themselves are totally void of empirical import, since they are all crucially dependent upon the question-begging, a-priori assumption that non-universal RULES are counted as part of the axiomatic basis of a particular grammar, but non-universal CONSTRAINTS ON RULE APPLICATION are not. These arguments in fact simply ignore the crucial point, repeatedly made by Chomsky and others, that the 'choice of an evaluation measure is an empirical matter' (Chomsky 1965:37) , and that it is impossible to use a single evaluation measure as a basis for choosing between alternative grammars that are governed by different theories of grammar-e.g. one theory that permits extrinsic-ordering constraints and another that does not. Or, as Chomsky has put it: 'It is also apparent that evaluation measures of the kinds that have been discussed in the literature of generative grammar cannot be used to compare different theories of grammar; comparison of a grammar from one class of proposed grammars with a grammar from another class, BY SUCH A MEASURE, is utterly without sense' (Chomsky 1965:38) . also be generated by an alternative theory which does not depend upon the hypothesis of extrinsic ordering.
In a theory with extrinsic ordering, rules standing in a feeding or counter-bleeding relation clearly have a more natural, more general, and more law-like character than those standing in a bleeding or counter-feeding relation. This follows from the fact that, in the case of feeding and counter-bleeding, each of the related rules expresses a true generalization which holds with respect to ALL the possible linguistic representations of some language; but in the case of bleeding and counterfeeding, the generalizations which are expressed by the related rules hold only with respect to SOME of the possible representations of a language, namely with respect to some proper subset of the set of representations which constitutes the derivational product of the application of some specified proper subset of the rules of its grammar. Other things being equal, therefore, a grammar which is free of bleeding and counter-feeding relations among its rules will provide a more general and scientifically more highly valued explanation of any body of linguistic data than any grammar which includes rules standing in either or both of the domain-reducing relations of bleeding and counter-feeding.
Moreover, if we may assume that the principles of hypothesis formation and hypothesis evaluation which govern the actual process of human language acquisition include principles determining the selection of hypotheses of the form 'All X are Y' over all descriptively equivalent hypotheses of the less general form 'All X which are Z are Y', then it follows that a child will consistently select, from the set of possible alternative hypotheses consistent with any given body of primary linguistic data, those which are maximally free of bleeding or counter-feeding relations. From this it follows that children might acquire grammars for the language of their community which include FEWER instances of bleeding and counterfeeding relations than the grammars possessed by the adult members of that community, but a child's grammar could never include MORE instances of bleeding and counter-feeding relations than those of the adult grammars which generate the sample of linguistic data to which the child has access. It thus also follows that languages might change over time in such a way that the grammars of their temporally subsequent dialects include fewer cases of bleeding and counter-feeding relations than those of their temporally antecedent dialects, but changes characterized by an increase in such domain-diminishing relations should never occur. 17 Kiparsky presents a number of actual cases of historical change which are presumably consistent with the latter implication, and he cites no instances which are inconsistent with it. The facts he discusses would, therefore, count as empirical evidence in support of the premises from which this principle of historical change is deductively derived, namely (1) that it is necessary for grammars to include language-specific restrictions on the relative order of application of grammatical rules, and (2) that the actual process of language acquisition is restricted in such a way that, for any set of alternative hypotheses that are equally consistent with a given 17 The version of Kiparsky's theory of language change outlined here differs in certain respects from the somewhat weaker, less explicit, and strictly probabilistic versions of Kiparsky 1968 Kiparsky , 1972 . These differences, however, are irrelevant to any of the issues of present concern. body of linguistic data, the most general of these hypotheses is always selected. We take the second of these two premises to be established beyond reasonable doubt, since it is consistent with everything we know about language acquisition, and also with everything known about the acquisition and maintenance of other types of human knowledge and rule-governed behavior. It is only the first premise, therefore, which can reasonably be questioned. We intend to show here that this extrinsic-ordering assumption is not in fact a necessary premise for the deductive explanation of the facts about linguistic change that Kiparsky cites.
It will be possible to show that the assumption of extrinsic ordering is unnecessary only if we can show that all the dialect differences that Kiparsky discusses can be accounted for as a result of differences between grammars without extrinsic-ordering restrictions; and also that theories of grammar which prohibit extrinsic-ordering specifications are capable, in conjunction with their associated simplicity metrics, of generating the correct predictions about the types of linguistic change which do and do not occur in the domain of natural language. If this can be done, then the strongest of all known arguments for extrinsic ordering will have been successfully refuted. dzelo (34b) (34a') zelo (34a) It will be observed that in this treatment, unlike Kiparsky's, the relevant difference between the more conservative Slavic languages and the more innovative ones is fully accounted for by a difference in the generality of their respective deaffrication processes: the conservative languages have rule 32a', which deaffricates only nondiffuse affricates like di, while the innovative languages have the more general rule 32a, which deaffricates not only the non-diffuse affricates like dz but also the diffuse ones like dz. For theories which exclude the power of extrinsic ordering, therefore, the correct prediction about this change in the historical development of a language like Old Church Slavic into a language like Modern Russian follows from the very general and independently well-supported principle that grammatical rules become more but not less general during the transmission of a language from one generation to the next. Although Kiparsky's theory of phonological change also includes this general principle of rule generalization, which he refers to as 'rule simplification ' (1968:176) , he is unable to use this principle in accounting for the observed change in Slavic; instead, he must resort to an entirely distinct principle about the dominance of feeding over counter-feeding extrinsic-rule orderings during the course of language transmission. With respect to these facts, therefore, it is clear that a theory of grammar that excludes extrinsic ordering is consistent with a simpler and more general theory of linguistic change than that proposed by Kiparsky. His Slavic data thus serve to confirm rather than disconfirm the hypothesis that there is no extrinsic ordering of rules. Kiparsky proposes that these two rules are both included in the grammars of each of two distinct classes of German dialects. For one dialect group, which he implies to be the more conservative, Kiparsky posits the bleeding ordering of 37a before 37b; for the other and presumably more innovative dialect group, he posits the counter-bleeding ordering of 37a after 37b. Given these two rules, and two distinct restrictions on their order of application, it is possible to derive the correct phonetic forms for each dialect group: tag taga tay tyra (41b) tax (41a) There is, however, an equally reasonable account for these data which does not require the power of extrinsic ordering, and which permits the correct prediction of direction of change here to be derived from the ordinary principle of rule generalization over time. First, it can be observed that, for the innovative dialect group represented by Low German, 41a-b require no extrinsic-ordering restrictions at all, since for any representation such as tag which satisfies the structural descriptions of both rules, the rules can always be applied simultaneously to that representation without contradiction, and the result will always be phonetically correct. That is, since the devoicing and spirantization of the g of tag are mutually consistent processes, and since 41a and 41b are both obligatory, they apply simultaneously to this string to yield the correct tax for Low German. The plural tdya can also be correctly derived without extrinsic ordering, since it meets the structural description only of Spirantization.
The first test of the relative explanatory values of the hypotheses of extrinsic
For Alsatian and its sister conservative dialects, however, it is clear that, if there are no extrinsic-ordering restrictions, then the grammars of these dialects cannot possibly contain the same rules as those of the innovative dialects. Given Kiparsky's data, a very natural type of rule difference is indeed immediately suggested by the fact that spirantized stops occur PosT-vocalically in Low German (tax, taya), but they occur only INTER-vocalically in Alsatian and the other conservative dialects (tdya, but not *tdy or *tax). Thus all the presently relevant facts about the conservative dialect group can be quite naturally accounted for by assuming that the grammars of these dialects include, rather than the (New) Spirantization rule 41b, the following rule:
It is logically impossible for 41b', which applies to segments followed as well as preceded by vowels, ever to be applicable to the same structure as 41a, which applies only to segments followed by non-vowels; hence their relative order of application cannot possibly have any empirical implications, and cannot be restricted in any empirically defensible way. These rules are wholly consistent with the hypothesis of non-extrinsic ordering. It follows, therefore, that these two groups of German dialects differ only with respect to the relative generality of their respective spirantization processes: the conservative dialects define this process over the relatively more restricted domain In many of the cases discussed here, the extrinsic-ordering restrictions of a previously proposed grammar have been eliminated without changing any of the rules of that grammar or any of the empirical claims that it generated. In all other cases, the elimination of the original ordering restrictions was accompanied by only very minor changes in the originally proposed rules; these changes resulted in no loss of generality or explanatory power, and the proposed extrinsically unordered rules were no less natural or plausible than the original extrinsically ordered ones. Furthermore, in every case dealt with here, the facts have been accounted for without any recourse to diacritic elements, rule features, derivational constraints referring to more than two lines in a derivation, or special applicational markings of any sort. The evidence against language-specific constraints on rule application that is provided by these cases thus counts equally against theories which express such constraints by any one or more of these various notational alternatives.20
Although the arguments presented here in support of the hypothesis of universally determined rule application have been based solely on facts about phonology and phonological change, there is every reason to believe that there are parallel arguments with respect to syntactic facts, and that the appropriate application of syntactic rules is determined by the same set of universal principles that determine the proper application of all phonological rules.21 We believe, therefore, that extrinsic ordering is not necessary for the explanation of any facts whatever about natural languages.
